SLITTING EQUIPMENT

SLITTER INFORMATION
40” Width Master Slit to 2” Minimum Width
3” or 6” Cores for Unwind
3” Cores for Rewind
0.5 Mil - 10 Mil Web Thickness

SHEETING EQUIPMENT

SHEETER INFORMATION
Capable Of Handling A Wide Variety of Flexible Materials
Precise Cut-To-Length Sheeter
Accuracy of +/- .010 - For Short Cuts or Within .05% of the
Desired Length on Long Indexes

REWINDING EQUIPMENT

REWINDER INFORMATION
6”, 3” and 1” Core Size Rewind & Unwind
Maximum Diameter Unwind: 30”
Maximum Diameter Rewind: 18”
Speeds Up to 935 Ft/Min

Slitting / Sheeting / Rewinding
Indsale has the equipment to accommodate most slitting, rewinding and sheeting requirements in the industry today.

Slitting

Sheeting

Rewinding

Roll slitting is an operation that cuts a large roll
of material into narrower rolls.

Typically, material is slit to a custom width and
then is sheeted to the specified length, creating
a uniform finished product.

If putting your slit web onto smaller rolls is what
you need, Indsale is capable of handling your
rewinding tasks while providing accurate length
or repeat counting.

Web materials are slit from master rolls to
custom width rolls, as specified by the customer.
Indsale can entertain housing your material in
roll form and slit to your requirements as needed
or when precise quantities and measurements
are known.
Once the rolls are slit to your required widths,
we have the ability to either rewind them onto
smaller cores and custom length or we can
sheet them.

The sheeting process improves efficiency,
accuracy and consistency of the sheets to be
cut, especially if material is currently being cut
by hand.

Please contact us to explore your requirements
for slitting, sheeting or rewinding.

Our capabilities allow Indsale to sheet flexible
materials to your specifications, with the ability
to accommodate rolls up to 15” wide.

For applications you may have for larger sheets
to be cut, please contact us to discuss your
requirements.
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